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A n yo n e to

Ta l k to ?
Is rebuke always appropriate? Aren’t there times when it’s better to keep
quiet?
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We love the newsletter!
Just having this program
in place and reminding
each other by saying
“Shabbos Table Machsom
L’Fi!” helps everybody stay
focused on improving in
shmiras haloshon.
Chana Rivka Chavkin
University Heights, OH
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ou’ve just started a
course in computer
repair. The class
is made up of a disparate
group of Jewish men from
various towns in the area,
and none of you know
each other. During a lunch
break a fellow student, a
non-observant Jew, strikes
up a conversation with you
and begins deriding the
instructor.
Should
you rebuke
him?

f you have no relationship with a
person, and it is clear that your
rebuke will fall on deaf ears, you
should not offer rebuke. That applies
to any Jew, observant or not. However,
if a non-observant Jew is unaware of
the prohibition and you feel he would
be receptive, you should enlighten him
about this beautiful aspect of the Torah’s
wisdom.
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Bi’ur Halachah to Shulchan
Aruch Orach Chaim
608:2 בייח ה”ד

FOR QUESTIONS AND
COMMENTS, EMAIL
Shabbosmenu@cchfglobal.org

enters

“That which

your mouth [your food] you
scrutinize and investigate, but about
that which

leaves

it [your words],
you have no questions!”
– S e f e r N i f l e o s H a Ye h u d i

Reviewed by Rabbi Moshe Mordechai Lowy. For discussion only; actual halachic
decisions should be made by a rav or halachic expert on a case-by-case basis.

SponSored L'iLui niShmaS
Malka Breindel a"h Bas shMuel Fishel ylch"t

S H A B B O S

n 1970, Rav Shabse Frankel embarked on a
revolutionary project: to produce an accurate
version of Rambam’s Mishneh Torah, including an
invaluable new resource, the Mafteach, a crossreferencing index of any mention of Rambam’s work or
its sources in hundreds of ancient and contemporary conquer
sefarim.
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A Ten-Second Answer

“Justgiven
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not
giving it up.
You’re
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seconds
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offer meaningful
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a chasThe first volume of the Frankel Rambam, published in
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you
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Rav Shabse dedicated an untold amount of money
When
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Aharon
Leib
Shteinman,
zt”l, really
was asked
this
“Oh, you think I’m going to learn?” the king would reply. “I’m
going
toward this project, and left no stone unturned in his
question, his short, three-word answer was unequivocal: “L'vater,
quest to ensure the utmost accuracy of the “Frankel
l'vater, l'vater – to give in, to give in, to give in.” That was it: three
yetzer hora,
thinking he had won, would go away long enough for Dovid
Rambam.”
words to guide a couple towards a successful marriage.
Hamelech to direct his feet to the

At one juncture, Rav Shabse was told about the
What is the middah underlying this ability to “let things go,” to give
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this
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still extant. However, obtaining it was not simple, as itfall for it, because
things,we’re
are assumed
bedirection
propelled
the middah
of gaavah
was held in a museum in Egypt. He put together large
gance).
sums of money for the purchase, and spent years
Rav Shteinman’s answer of “l'vater, l'vater, l'vater” is in sync with
pursuing the elusive ksav yad. Finally, the museum
are the
benefits?
anivus
being
the middah underlying vatranus. After all, Rav Shteinagreed to sell a portion of the manuscript, for an
man
has
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exorbitant price. Rav Shabse jumped at the opportunity.
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A
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in which one
After years of effort, and at enormous cost, the
party consistently dominates,
manuscript was finally in his possession.
This year help bring
dropped her off
insults, or belittles another must
the worldwide
He entered his office with the precious, newly acquired
be addressed by professionals.
tisha b'av
ksav yad. He placed it on a desk for his assistant to
Such a situation does not call for
program
examine. The excitement was palpable. But as he
vatranus – it is abuse, and it must
to your community
reached out to look at the manuscript, the assistant
be stopped.
inadvertently knocked over a cup of coffee he had been
drinking. Before he could react, the coffee had spilled all
TALK ABOUT IT
over the manuscript, rendering it unreadable. The fragile
ancient paper simply shriveled up; in a second, the
How do you know if you are giving in or
precious document had become worthless. The assistant
giving up?
froze, unable to say or do anything.
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Astonishingly,

Another
cup of
coffee

manuscript to Klal
Yisrael. But your coffee
spilled. Here’s another
one.”
Thanks to Hotza’as Shabse

Frankel
for the –
biographical
He had simply offered
himself
his time,
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By R’ Yitzchok Hisiger

“It seems,” he told his assistant, “that Heaven does
not wish for us to disseminate the contents of this
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Reprinted with permission from
an article in Yated Ne’eman

TALK ABOUT IT
What were some of the middos that went
into Rav Frankel’s reaction? How can we
work on these middos at our own level?
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this man’s selfless act?
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coffee.

Rav Shabse didn’t
flinch. He walked out of
the room and returned, holding a cup of
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